
That’s a wrap on the 2022 International Conference
on Mindfulness-Asia Pacific 2022!

We are delighted to report that after plugging away for
three years, nine months, 21 days and 23 hours, the
International Conference on Mindfulness-Asia Pacific
(ICM-AP) was successfully delivered. 

From November 15-19, Southern Synergy took a key
leadership role in a team of sponsors, partners and
supporters to host 174 attendees and speakers from
14 countries at the sixth iteration of the ICM series. 

The conference was launched in person and online at
the Monash University Caulfield Campus with a
stunning Welcome to Country from Elders representing
the Bunurong people of the Kulin nation. What
followed was a high-quality line up of keynote
speakers, workshops, discussions, and presentations
that explored the current and potential future
landscape of mindfulness research and practice.
Contributors from beyond the Asia Pacific region
including the UK, Europe, North America, and the
Middle East gave a truly global insight into
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contemplative practice for the 21st Century.

In addition to the latest in science and technology, this
year’s conference raised the bar for future events
through a wide-ranging exploration of the role of
mindfulness in spiritual and indigenous practices.
Keynotes David Loy and Jan Willis led deep yet
practical explorations of how we might respond to the
environmental and social crises of our times without
being overwhelmed by them. Interspersed throughout
the academic and cultural content were periods of
mindfulness practice, the culmination of which was the
retreat day hosted by the inspirational Dr Eva Natanya.
Those in attendance, either in person or online, were
treated to her insight and wisdom formed over many
years of intense mindfulness practice and study.

Eva Nantanya

We purposively set out to provide a diversity of content
and undoubtedly achieved this by taking some novel
approaches to curating content. Registrants now have
access to a fabulous library of material for 12 months.

We also demonstrated the use of a hybrid model
which, according to our calculations, saved around 142
metric tonnes of CO2 by providing attendees in
Melbourne and Auckland with a way to participate
physically without needing to travel far. When
considered as person-years on average in the world,
this translates to about 30 person-years of CO2
emissions. 

In Europe, the conference has previously taken place
in Rome (twice), Amsterdam and Denmark. The
inaugural Asia-Pacific arm of the conference took
place in New Zealand in 2019. As a result of a
significant amount of work by a lot of people over a
long period of time, this Melbourne-based conference
has made a significant contribution to the evolving
story arc of the ICM series and secured the place of
the Asia-Pacific arm.

The next ICM will be held in Bangor, UK from July 25-
27, 2024. The next ICM-AP will be in Hong Kong in
2025. Stay alert for announcements and we look
forward to seeing you there!

Thank you to all who attended, contributed, and
otherwise helped make the ICM-AP 2022 a truly
memorable experience for all.



Auckland, Some attendees

Some attendees at the Auckland hybrid day including
Chris Krageloh in the front, who was a member of the
Program working group.

Melbourne, Program Working group

Some members of the Program Working group at the
Melbourne hybrid day – from left, Graham Meadows,
Nicholas Van Dam, Frances Shawyer, Bruno Cayoun
and Tara Hickey.

Email Dr Frances Shawyer

A Day of Mindfulness at the Abbotsford Convent

We had a wonderful final Day of Mindfulness (DOM)
on Saturday 8 October, which was attended by 24
people and facilitated by all team members including
Graham Meadows, Fran Shawyer and Lana Sciberras.
Participants included some people who have been
coming along since we started running these events in
2008! 

Given the changes in leadership at Southern Synergy
flagged in the September newsletter, we have ratified
the decision to formally conclude these events. The
DOMs were originally set up to support the ongoing
mindfulness practice of participants in our trials of
Mindfulness-based Cognitive Therapy but have
expanded over the years to include participants from
other projects and through word-of-mouth. We are very
sad to be finishing but it has been an absolute
pleasure to run these events over the years.
Depending on how Southern Synergy evolves, it is
possible they may return in some form in the future. In
the meantime, if you are interested in finding out about
other community meditation groups available going
forward, please email frances.shawyer@monash.edu.

Weekly Mindfulness Sessions

Staff from Southern Synergy have been facilitating the
weekly mindfulness sessions for Monash Health staff,
patients and visitors since our first session on 19
March 2014. With the changes unfolding at Southern
Synergy, we will be below the critical mass needed to
offer this program on an ongoing basis. In anticipation
of this change, Pastoral Care have been more directly
involved in facilitating sessions this year and will be
taking charge of the program in 2023. Online sessions
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will cease after 15 December, but face-to-face
sessions will re-commence in the Sacred Space at
Dandenong Hospital once COVID restrictions have
eased sufficiently. Southern Synergy will continue to
be involved in a supportive capacity.

Mindfulness Update Newsletters

With the winding back of much of our mindfulness
program in 2023, we will no longer be sending out
these newsletters on a regular basis. We will, however,
keep you posted of any new events or opportunities in
the mindfulness space.

“Who looks upon a river in a meditative hour, and is
not reminded of the flux of all things?” Ralph Waldo
Emerson

Partner Acknowledgement

This eNewsletter was produced in partnership with
Monash Health. 

For any enquiries, please email Dr Frances Shawyer
e: frances.shawyer@monash.edu

*mu – seal script. The Japanese and Korean term ‘mu’ or Chinese ‘wu’ meaning "not
have; without" is a key word in Buddhism. Source Wikimedia Commons
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